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Abstract
Nowadays, most of the web-based applications requires typing
textual password to confirm one’s identity to remote service.
However, applying textual password for authentication purpose
has considerable security attacks such as password stealing
attack and password reuse attack. Therefore, various approaches
are proposed for securing user authentication to login to a
website. In this paper, we improve a user authentication system
named oPass which referred to online password. The identity of
the user will be authenticated through cellular phone which is
used to generate a one-time session password, then transmit the
encrypted message through short message service. With the
proposed technique, a deeper user authentication is performed
without revealing password to the untrusted computers.
Keywords: opass; authentication; security; sms, textual
password.

1. Introduction
User authentication is a process that allows a device to
validate the identity of someone who accesses the
information and a network resource. Traditionally, textual
password is the most basic form of user authentication.
Widely deployed web applications require user password
in order to facilitate their services usage, such as, ecommerce, e-mail, cloud computing, and social networks.
However, applying textual password for authentication
purpose has considerable attacks. One of these attacks is
referred to as the Password reuse attack [1], [2], as it is
known that the user tends to reuse password across 3.9
various websites on average [3]. Thus, once the attacker
compromises that password, then she / he will use the
same password for each website to access the related
sensitive information of the user. Another crucial attack is
Password stealing attack. Many malicious software aims
to impersonate users’ identities to steal the personal and

financial information. Phishing and malware are the most
common password stealing attacks, in 2010, APWG’s
report [4], indicated that there are 97 388 unique phishing
websites detected at the second season of that year.
Up to now, researchers have investigated two other
techniques in the user authentication procedure instead of
textual password. First, various graphical password
methods were developed in [5]-[9] to address textual
password recall problem. Second, password management
tools were used in [10]–[12] to address textual password
recall and reuse problems. However, both techniques are
not yet work well to be widely implemented in a fully
secured system [13]-[17].
In order to improve the user authentication procedure, the
researchers have investigated for some time three-factor
authentication instead of depending only on textual
password authentication. To prove the identity through
the three-factor authentication, the user provides a
password and pass code, and scan a biometric feature.
Combining three-factor authentication in such a way is a
comprehensive protection mechanism but it is costly [18].
Therefore, combining two-factor authentication is cheaper
and more practical than three-factor authentication.
In this paper, we improve a user authentication system
named oPass which referred to online password. The
proposed system involves cellular phone which is used to
generate one-time session password then transmit the
encrypted message through short message service (SMS),
thereby, gaining a deeper user authentication without
revealing the password to untrusted computers.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2,
elaborates a variety of user authentication techniques.
Section 3 identifies the problem. Section 4 presents details
on the proposed approach of the paper. Section 5,
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demonstrates results of the proposed approach. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related Works
Textual passwords are facing many problems like weak
passwords, password reuse and many more. Many works
were developed to focus on overcoming the weak
password problem. Numerous researchers like Goldberg el.
al. in [19] suggested using the graphical password instead
of textual password. The authors had different options in
using graphical password like using doodles or using a
series that of random art images or the images of people’s
faces. The benefit of these systems is that the images can
be easier to be recognized by the people or to remember
them instead of remembering textual password. Moreover,
these passwords can be selected more strongly than the
weak textual password that can be easily cracked. In
contrast, Bunnell et al. have focused on textual passwords,
looking at recall rates for different methods to generate
and associate these passwords [20].
The work in [21] is an alternative to the textual based
password system. According to this work, the graphical
password was better than textual based password to
prevent brute force or dictionary attacks. However, the
graphical password had much vulnerability. The
graphical password was easy as compared to textual
password but was easier to compromise the password too.
The traditional attacks were not good to crack the
graphical password as to crack textual based password but
simple attacks like shoulder surfing is the easiest way to
know the password. Thus, it was concluded that there are
a lot of studies have to be done to improve the graphical
password strategy to replace it instead of textual based
password.
In 2012, a technique was proposed in [22], called oPass in
which it was suggested using SMS, a text based
communication service of telecommunication system, to
transmit password instead of using the internet channel.
SMS is considered the most secured and successful data
transmission channel of telecommunication system [23].
In this system the authors have assumed that the user’s
cellular phone will be connected to the machine that the
user wants to access and then the user will try to use the
internet and request access to any website. Once the user
makes an access request, the server will send some
information to that machine which will be received by the
user’s cellular phone and then, the cellular phone will
prompt a dialogue box for the user to enter the password.
This password will then be sent to the server from the
cellular phone directly. Here the authors also have
assumed that the telecom service provider will take part in
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this process. Now the server will receive the password and
then it will verify the password and the request will be
completed and the user will be given access based on the
result of the request matching.

3. Problem Identification
Various techniques like key loggers, phishing web pages
etc. are used to hack the password which makes it difficult
to secure passwords. Also, using the same password on
different web sites causes domino effect [1]. There was no
existing system to solve both password stealing and
password reuse attacks simultaneously, until oPass
method was presented. The proposed authentication
method uses cellular phone to send password through text
message which makes the password safe compared to the
existing methods, as the SMS channel is most secured
channel for data transmission. One reason for the channel
being safe is that SMS channel is an out of band channel
than internet channel. Thus, the password security is
increased as compared to existing system. The threat of
phishing attacks and Key loggers is reduced which can
make users free from the worry of password stealing. Also
the user has benefit of using same password across
different websites.
oPass method was proposed by authors in [22]. They also
carried out some experiment and achieved good results.
Even though the proposed oPass system is secured, there
are some minor drawbacks. The issue is that the user had
to type the password on the cellular phone and send it
using the text message service. Here there are chances
that the users do not delete the sent password. In the case
the user’s cellular phone was stolen or used by someone,
then the password will no longer remain safe. Even if
someone standing nearby keeps an eye when the user
sends the password text message, in this case the
password is no longer secured.
To overcome the aforementioned drawbacks, we can
encrypt the password that is being sent through SMS. We
can create an application that will be installed in the
user’s cellular phone and that application will generate
the encrypted password. This password can be used to
send through the SMS service. All we need is to just
convert the readable string to unreadable format so that it
cannot be easily compromised. So, for that we can provide
the application with several inputs like name, birth date
and password. The application will then process this
information and use this information to generate the
encrypted password. The user then copy that output and
send that through SMS.
On the server side, the website will also have the same
information that is the name, birth date and the password.
The server will also run the same code to generate the
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encrypted password. But this process will be done once
the user has requested to use the service provided by the
server.
Once the server creates the encrypted password, it will
then allocate some time stamp. This will be a time period
after which the server will discard the request. So the user
will need to send the password before this time stamp
expires. Once the server receives the message, the content
of the message will be compared to the password
generated by the server. If they match then the server will
allow the user to use the services, otherwise the server
will simply discard the request and inform the user
requested service and will also send a notification to the
user to whom the account belongs.
Since we are using cellular phone the do the encryption,
we need some small and very less complex mechanism to
encrypt the password. All we want to do is to convert an
easily readable string to complex string. So we can create
a general string which includes the first name, last name
and the password of the user. Once the string is created,
the string characters can be shuffled. To do this we can
use the date of birth of the user. Using the date of birth we
can get a number which will define the positioning of the
characters. Once the characters are shuffled, we can still
shuffle it more and then convert these characters to
integer. To do this we can convert the characters to their
equivalent ASCII values. Once the characters are
converted to string it will make it difficult to determine
the original password. This method is not very complex so
it will be easy to implement as an application.

4. Methodology
In this system we start with the registration phase then the
login phase and recovery phase if required. Here the user
first needs to register on the website and also register his
cellular phone there to make it a token of authentication.
This token can be used with the password as a means of
authentication. The detailed process is discussed below.

1.1 The Registration phase
In this phase the user creates an account on the website
through any kiosk and registers on that site giving his
detailed information and also provides the cellular phone
number. The website server then sends a link to download
the application on the cellular phone. Once the
application is installed, the user will be asked all the
information that he entered while creating the account.
This information will be stored in the database of the
application. Here the user will provide details like name,
birthdate and password. Once the details are entered, the
application will generate a password and will send that
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password to the server through SMS. The server will run
the same encryption process and verify the password that
it received along with the cellular phone number. The
server will generate the password and match that with the
one that arrived in SMS. If the passwords matched then
the user account will be created successfully, otherwise
the server will send a message notifying that the
passwords did not match. This will continue till the
password matches. Each user will have one account and
will be identified using the user name and the cellular
phone number. One cellular phone number will not be
used to create another account on the same website.

1.2 The Login phase
Once the user is registered on the website through the
above process, then the user can use the method to login
on the website. In this phase the user is required to make
a request for login on the website. Here the user will just
need to enter the username on the web page and make the
request. Then the user uses his cellular phone to generate
the password. The user will open the application and
request the password. The application will encrypt the
data stored in the database and provide a password. Then,
the user will copy that password and send it to the desired
server through SMS. On the other hand, the server will
process the user details and run the same encryption that
runs in the application. The server will also generate the
password and keep it ready to match with the password
received in SMS. Once the server receives the SMS, it
will first check the cellular phone number and verify that.
Once the number is verified the server will match both the
passwords. If the passwords do not match then the server
will return a message informing that the password is
incorrect and will provide one more try to send the
password. Here the server will wait for some time period.
In that time period if the SMS is not received then the
server will discard the login request. Thus the user will
have to be quick in sending the password. If the password
match fails then the server will extend the timer and give
one more try to the user to send the correct password.
This will happen twice and still if the user fails to provide
the correct password then the server will block the
account temporarily and notify the user on his cellular
phone. If the passwords were same then the user grants
the access on the machine that he requested access.
The application has the details of the user like the first
name last name password and the birthdate of the user. So
when the user makes a request for the password, the
application will use all this information to generate a
string that can be used for encryption. Figure 1 shows part
of encryption step.
In this step the name and the password will be stored in a
string combined. The application will produce the sum of
the date of birth and the month of birth and generate a
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number. This number will be less than 15. If it goes above
15 then both the digits will be added again and generate a
smaller number. Now this number will be used to place
the characters in different locations. The first letter will
go on the first place then the second character will be
places after leaving the space of the size of number. For
example in the figure 1 the number is 10 so the character
‘B’ will be places at the 10th position after ‘A’. In this way
all the characters will be placed. Once it reaches the last
position it will come back to the first position and
continue counting from there. The position counter will
only count the empty space. Means the total size in the
example is 17 so these many blocks will be created to
store characters and all the characters of the generated
string will be placed within this space. Once the string is
generated it will separate the string into small blocks of
the size of the name. This is shown in figure 2.
Here the name size was 4, so the whole string was
portioned into different blocks of size 4 each. The last
block has just one character as the string was not of the
size that is multiple of 4. Now this blocks will be merged
into one blocks two at a time. So the first two blocks and
the third and fourth blocks will be merged. In this merge
the first character of block 1 is taken then the first
character of block 2 is taken in this way all the characters
are merged in one block from two blocks. Now it will
merge the next two blocks after step 1 merge. In this
merge the character choosing is different than the step 1
merge. The first character is taken from block one and the
second character is taken from block two but in reverse
order. That is the first character is character one of the
block 1 and the second character is the last character f
block 2. And in this last step all the remaining blocks will
be merged by just appending all blocks together. These
merged blocks will again form a string of characters. This
string of characters
will be converted into a numeric form which will be
difficult for a normal person to understand. So the final
step is to generate the ASCII value of each character. This
ASCII value is then used to send to the server. Figure 3
shows the final step.

will be available on the website or the user can send a
message to the server saying block the account
temporarily.

5. Simulation Results
We implemented the encryption algorithm as an
experimental
application.
The
algorithm
was
implemented using C++ on the windows platform using
visual studio software. The algorithm takes the users birth
date and month first. Then it calculates the sum of the
birth date and stores it. Then the user input the First
name, Last name and the password. It stores this
information and generates a string combining all three
attributes. Then it starts the encryption process, and
finally it generates the encrypted password string. The
user will need to copy this string and send it through the
SMS to the server. Figure 4 shows the output screen of
this application.
As mentioned, the last string is the encrypted password
string that will be provided to the user when the
application runs. This is a prototype of the application.

Fig. 1. Generating string for encryption

After that, the application will ask the user whether he
wants to change the password or not. Here if the user
changes the password then he will have to do the same on
the website. Since the user is already logged in the user
can easily do this step. Or just the user can deny changing
the password.

1.3 The recovery phase
In this phase the user can do the several actions like
blocking the account temporarily in case if the cellular
phone is stolen or if he receives the message from the
server without requesting the access. The recovery option
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Fig. 2. Separation of string and merging the blocks
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Fig. 3. Generating ASCII values
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To design the application, a simple encryption
technique is used instead of the complex algorithms like
blowfish, AES, etc. This will be better as the application
has to run on the cellular phone so it will take less
processing time and memory. An prototype application
was developed to demonstrate the proposed encryption
technique which had good results as it quickly generated
the output once it received the inputs. The overall
conclusion is that, the oPass system with password
encryption proves to be efficient and more reliable than
the current authentication process, as it eliminates several
drawbacks and threats.
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